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Normandy to Victory 2008-09-26 during world war ii u s army
generals often maintained diaries of their activities and the day to
day operations of their command these diaries have proven to be
invaluable historical resources for world war ii scholars and
enthusiasts alike until now one of the most historically significant
of these diaries the one kept for general courtney h hodges of the
first u s army has not been widely available to the public
maintained by two of hodges s aides major william c sylvan and
captain francis g smith jr this unique military journal offers a vivid
firsthand account detailing the actions decisions and daily
activities of general hodges and the first army throughout the war
the diary opens on june 2 1944 as hodges and the first army
prepare for the allied invasion of france in the weeks and months
that follow the diary highlights the crucial role that hodges s often
undervalued command the first to cross the german border the
first to cross the rhine the first to close to the elbe played in the
allied operations in northwest europe the diary recounts the first
army s involvement in the fight for france the siegfried line
campaign the battle of the bulge the drive to the roer river and
the crossing of the rhine following hodges and his men through
savage european combat until the german surrender in may 1945
popularly referred to as the sylvan diary after its primary writer
the diary has previously been available only to military historians
and researchers who were permitted to use it at only the dwight d
eisenhower library the u s army center for military history or the u
s army military history institute retired u s army historian john t
greenwood has now edited this text in its entirety and added a
biography of general hodges as well as extensive notes that
clarify the diary s historical details normandy to victory provides
military history enthusiasts with valuable insights into the
thoughts and actions of a leading american commander whose
army played a crucial role in the allied successes of world war ii
War Diary 2021-05-07 discovered in 2020 after spending the last
75 years in an attic war diary the diary of mike rogers has the
power to become a world classic a powerful reminder of the
horrors of war and an eloquent testament to the human spirit in
1939 with great britain on the brink of war mike rogers details the
daily and often mundane experiences of a thirteen year old british
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boy and his family for the next six years until the end of world war
2 mike rogers and his family try to maintain daily life with many
items restricted and daily activities curbed read as mike rogers
recounts the various military activities across europe africa and
the far east the cinematic delights the changing british climate
and the constant cruelties of living in an area of london attacked
by various flying craft in his factually rich diary mike rogers
records vivid impressions of his experiences during the war time
period thoughtful moving and often amusing mike rogers account
offers a fascinating commentary on human courage the strength
of purpose and provides compelling details of many pivotal and
historic moments of a bygone age available to purchase now
praise for war diary the diary of mike rogers a truly remarkable
book the new york times i d like to think would say one of the
most moving personal documents to come out of world war ii the
philadelphia inquirer may have said if they were able to read the
book there may be no better way to commemorate the seventy
sixth anniversary of the end of world war ii than to read war diary
the diary of mike rogers a testament to an indestructible nobility
of spirit in the face of pure evil chicago tribune could have said if
they d bought a copy the single most compelling personal
account of ww2 remains astonishing and excruciating the new
york times book review may say if they had the chance
The War Diary of a Diplomat (Abridged, Annotated) 2015-07-07
lee meriwether was already a well known travel writer and
journalist when he was selected as a special assistant to the
american ambassador to france during world war i though his
diary of the time was not written for publication it is a fascinating
look behind the scenes in europe during the great war traveling
throughout the country meriwether describes the sights and
sounds of war and captures the human cost of industrialized
killing every memoir of world war i provides us with another view
of the conflagration that changed the world forever for the first
time this long out of print volume is available as an affordable
well formatted book for e readers and smartphones be sure to
look inside by clicking the cover above or download a sample
Part of Life Itself 2023-11-01 this extensively annotated wartime
diary illuminates the military service of leslie howard miller 1889
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1979 a canadian soldier who served in the first world war miller
joined the canadian expeditionary force cef in 1914 in his off duty
hours he kept this extraordinarily eloquent diary of his training
deployment overseas service on the western front and periods of
leave in the united kingdom graham broad working from a
transcription of the diary produced by miller s family includes a
thorough introduction and afterword as well as over 500 notes
that situate and explain miller s many references to the people
places and events he encountered unpublished for over a century
written in bracing and engaging prose and illustrated with miller s
own drawings and unseen photographs part of life itself
illuminates a bygone world and stands as one of canada s most
important wartime diaries
Normandy to Victory 2008 the war diary of general courtney
hicks hodges begins on june 2 1944 as hodges and the u s first
army prepare for operation overlord the allied invasion of france
hodges aides major william c sylvan and captain francis g smith jr
recorded daily entries which hodges reviewed and approved the
diary chronicles hodges s ascent to commanding general in
august 1944 as well as his viewpoints on strategy and the enemy
and follows hodges and the first army through savage european
combat until the german surrender in may 1945
The War Diary of a Square Peg 1920 this is a modified version
of the original may 1942 commander in chief united states pacific
fleet war diary may 1942 may continues the format from april
with the daily narrative daily distribution of operating forces
current movements of naval units and war plans daily summary
readers of the previous volumes are aware that the cincpac war
diary is not an in depth chronical of battle as for instance the
minimal information about the actual battle of the coral sea
confirms what the war diary does give is a detailed list of the
ships participating and how they were organized due to distance
and limited communications even this information is not always
100 up to date or 100 accurate lexington lingered under the task
force 11 heading for five days after she was sunk on may 8 she
and task force 11 were not removed from the diary until may 13
note this document has been altered from the original for
publishing and readability purposes individual redundant page
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headings have been deleted empty page space has been
removed typos have been corrected and inconsistencies
eliminated geographical misspellings have not been changed
select words in all uppercase have been replaced with
conventional lower case other than the above revisions this is the
original cincpac war diary as submitted to the chief of naval
operations the war diaries were compiled to chronicle the daily
operations of the ships and commands of the u s navy this was
done for contemporary analysis and as a historical record
War Diary of the Commander-in-Chief, United States
Pacific Fleet, May 1942 2019-06-28 the diary of a nurse who
served with the canadian army medical corps in france during the
first world war
The War Diary of Clare Gass 2004 from the author of the
international bestseller zlata s diary comes a haunting testament
to how war s brutality affects the lives of young people zlata
filipovic s diary of her harrowing war experiences in the balkans
published in 1993 made her a globally recognized spokesperson
for children affected by military conflict in stolen voices she and
co editor melanie challenger have gathered fifteen diaries of
young people coping with war from world war i to the struggle in
iraq that continues today profoundly affecting testimonies of
shattered youth and the gritty particulars of war in the tradition of
anne frank this extraordinary collection the first of its kind is sure
to leave a lasting impression on young and old readers alike
Stolen Voices 2006-12-26 the war diary of general franz halder
the german army chief of staff halder kept careful daily notes of
his activities
The Halder War Diary, 1939-1942 1988 excerpt from the war
diary of a diplomat 1919 i asked why it was necessary to intern
men so pro french that they were willing for the sake of their
allegiance to france to suffer the sneers and even the blows of
their fellow country men about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
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copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works
The War Diary of a Diplomat, 1919 (Classic Reprint) 2017-11-27 a
month by month diary of the us forces war in southeast asia
which includes hundreds of news stories personal accounts and
extracts from official reports
Vietnam War Diary 1990 this work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant
Vietnam War Diary 1998 charles delvert s diary records his
career as a front line officer in the french army fighting the
germans during the first world war it is one of the classic accounts
of the war in french or indeed in any other language and it has
not been translated into english before in precise graphic detail
he sets down his wartime experiences and those of his men he
describes the relentless emotional and physical strain of active
service and the extraordinary courage and endurance required in
battle his account is essential reading for anyone who is keen to
gain a direct insight into the great war from the french soldier s
point of view and it bears comparison with the best known english
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and german memoirs and journals of the great war
The War Diary of a Diplomat 2016-05-24 sister the war diary of a
nurse is helen boylston s famous account of life on the front lines
as a us army nurse stationed in france during world war i boylston
vividly recounts the long grueling hours in surgery the
devastating german air raids the determination of the soldiers
and her unbounded dedication to her patients her war diary is an
important historical document offering rare insight into early
international combat operations featuring american medical
personnel
From the Marne to Verdun 2016-10-31 this is a modified
version of the june 1942 commander in chief united states pacific
fleet war diary this month continues the format from may the
daily narrative daily distribution of operating forces current
movements of naval units and war plans daily summary the last
week of june is a bit of a muddle with sections missing or
duplicated spruance took over as cincpac chief of staff on june 23
so this might be a byproduct of the administrative change also at
this time the daily intelligence reports are included in the war
diary though again this is done in a somewhat random and
haphazard manner this document has been altered from the
original for publishing and readability purposes individual
redundant page headings have been deleted empty page space
has been removed typos have been corrected and inconsistencies
eliminated geographical misspellings have not been changed
select words in all uppercase have been replaced with
conventional lower case other than the above revisions this is the
original cincpac war diary as submitted to the chief of naval
operations the war diaries were compiled to chronicle the daily
operations of the ships and commands of the u s navy this was
done for contemporary analysis and as a historical record
Sister: The War Diary of a Nurse 2018-02-28 the first world
war was an event so important so catalytic so transformative that
it still hangs in the public memory and still compels the historians
pen it was a conflict which by the end of the struggle had created
a world unfamiliar to the one in existence before it and brought
levels of destruction and loss all too unimaginable to the
generation of minds which created it despite this we still find it
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hard to picture what it was like to live through this war right from
its start mabel goode realised that the first world war would be
the biggest event to take place in her lifetime knowing this she
took to recording it taking us day by day through what living in
wartime britain was like the diary shows us how the war came to
the home front from enrolment rationing the collapse of domestic
service and growth of war work to zeppelin attacks over yorkshire
and the ever mounting casualty lists above all else mabels diary
captures a growing disillusionment with a lengthening war as the
costs and the sacrifices mount starting with great excitement and
expecting a short struggle the entries gradually give way to a
more critical tone and eventually to total disengagement the
blank pages marked for 1917 and 1918 are almost as informative
as the fearful excitement captured at the onset of that
tremendous conflict this is a strong narrative of the war easy to
read mixing news with personal feelings and events often
revealing gap between official news and reality also included are
several poems written by mabel and a love story in the appendix
giving a complete insight into the life of the diarist of note is the
fact that mabel and her brothers the main serving protagonists in
the diary lived in germany for some time meaning they could all
speak german and knew the enemy nation as many britons did
not
War Diary of the Commander-in-Chief, United States
Pacific Fleet, June 1942 2019-07-19 the mexican war diary of
george b mcclellan by george b mcclellan published by good
press good press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction
and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world
literature we issue the books that need to be read each good
press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to
produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone
in a high quality digital format
The Lengthening War 2016-08-31 a unique first world war diary
illustrated with more than a hundred stunning pencil sketches for
children learning history and also for adults interested in a new
perspective on the war and authentic wartime artefacts russell
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rabjohn was just eighteen years old when he joined up to fight in
the first world war in his three years of soldiering he experienced
the highs and lows of army life from a carefree leave in paris to
the anguish of seeing friends die around him like many soldiers he
defied army regulations and recorded everything he saw and felt
in a small pocket diary private rabjohn was a trained artist and as
such he was assigned to draw dugouts map newly captured
trenches and sketch the graves of his fallen comrades this
allowed him to carry an artist s sketchbook on the battlefield a
freedom he put to good use drawing everything he saw here in
vivid detail are images of the captured pilot of a downed german
biplane the horrific flanders mud a german observation balloon
exploding in midair and the jubilant mood in the streets of
belgium when the armistice is finally signed with no surviving
veterans of the first world war rabjohn s drawings are an
unmatched visual record of a lost time award winning author john
wilson brings his skills as a historian and researcher to bear
carefully curating the diary to provide context and tell the story of
private rabjohn s war he has selected each of the diary entries
and the accompanying images and has provided the background
that modern day readers need to understand what a young
soldier went through a century ago the result is a wonderfully
detailed and dramatic account of the war as seen through an
artist s eyes
The War Diary of Breckinridge Long 1966 somewhere in
palestine march 10th 1918 my very dear brother ern since
receiving your last letter i have been over the top i was expecting
to have to go but i assure you ern i never dreamed it would be so
terrible i want to try to forget those certain 16 hours but i cannot
and i am afraid i never shall i really think the night of february 19
20th was for me anyhow a night in hell we had to attack johnny
with the bayonet in the dark about 1 30 and it was dark too he
was stronger than expected if our machine guns had not come up
just in time i think we would all have been wiped out
WAR DIARY OF A DIPLOMAT 2016-08-28 this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
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original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant
The Mexican War diary of George B. McClellan 2022-08-21 in this
deeply personal book poppel describes his war at the spearhead
of the wehrmacht
A Soldier's Sketchbook 2017-03-21 albert john jack martin was a
thirty two year old clerk at the admiralty when he was called up to
serve in the army in september 1916 these diaries written in
secret hidden from his colleagues and only discovered by his
family after his return home present the great war with
heartbreaking clarity written in a voice as compelling and
distinctive as wilfred owen or siegfried sassoon and all the more
extraordinary given that it is not an officer s but that of a private
from his arrival in france and his participation in the somme
through offensives at ypres and eventual demobilisation after the
armistice we see wartime life as it really was for the ordinary
tommy in these journals introduced and edited by bestselling first
world war historian richard van emden we witness the cheerful
albert martin getting to grips with life in the trenches and
together with his comrades in the royal engineers confronting the
ever present threat of injury and death we also see the mundane
reality of life at the front line the arguments with superiors the joy
brought by the arrival of packages from loved ones at home and
the appalling conditions in which that attritional war was fought
First World War Diary of Rifleman Frederick Joseph Stanbridge
2019-02-28 educated articulate and with an enduring fascination
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for the natural world leslie howard miller a canadian soldier who
served in the first world war kept this remarkable diary of his
wartime experiences
The War Diary of a Square Peg. with a Dictionary of War Words
2018-02-05 this book is dedicated to all of kosovo s children who
in way or another survived the war torture and what is most
difficult death in the eyes of god i m not more than you are i m
here from you and for you our roots have the same blood pain
and language the time has come for your voice along with mine to
be heard and there is no one to deny this we children of kosovo
we children of the war in that very close moment i stopped in the
street crying with my head towards the sky praying something
inside me spoke look feel and remember everything because one
day when you grow up you have to be able to tell this story to the
world
Heaven and Hell 2011-05 on a crisp fall day in october of 1862 a
precocious seventeen year old boy went into a bookshop in his
hometown of hagerstown maryland and purchased a composition
book into his new diary john r king would steadfastly record what
he did saw and heard daily as the civil war raged around him
during may of 1862 after learning the photography trade john
took portraits of union soldiers stationed in the shenandoah valley
then on may 23 1862 when he heard the sounds of battle he
attempted to flee on a wagon he was soon captured by stonewall
jackson s troops his treasured diary was taken force marched to a
confederate prison john vowed revenge two weeks after escaping
from captivity john joined the union army he fought with fury
courage and valor was wounded three times and became a war
hero later john was not only appointed by two presidents to
prestigious positions in the pension bureau but he also became
leader of the grand army of the republic after being lost for 150
years his diary was recently discovered and is now being
published
Sapper Martin 2009-11-02 excerpt from war diary of an
american woman to the proclamation of the holy war 1914
geneva switzerland june 28th 1914 the dreaming drifting summer
days by the blue waters of lake leman are rudely shaken by the
ominous report that comes thundering over the alps of the
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assassination of archduke ferdinand heir to the throne of the dual
monarchy in the bosnian city of sarajevo all the world stands
aghast at the accomplished deed of a servian serf a deed that
adds one more drama of sorrow to the grief bowed monarch of
the austrian realm and stabs the twain country a heart thrust that
is soon to sound the trumpet call of war over the length and
breadth of europe unto the royal dead the archduke franz
ferdinand and his consort the duchess of hohenberg all honor is
given midst traces and trappings of wo and the entire world
renders sympathy to the aged emperor s court and country while
farseeing seers gazing at war clouds watch and wait the effect
and verdict of a nation s grief and grievance to those not in the
scheme of things only silence seems to follow the dead death
silence the re action the torpor the dazedness of tragedy hangs
heavy over the empire of emperor joseph about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The War Diary of a Square Peg 1920 hms eagle was already old
when war was declared in september 1939 and her new swordfish
biplanes were soon flying escort to vital australian troop convoys
in the wastes of the indian ocean this is a day by day account of
her battles and actions as seen through the eyes of her former
crew members
Part of Life Itself 2022-05-15 the value of this record lies in the
reliable chronological recording and objective observation of a
historical epoch unique in its revolutionary consequences
War-diary of an Army Psychiatrist 1955 this is the diary of military
service kept by douglas hudson from 3rd september 1939 to
release in spring 1946 he wrote about how he felt at the time and
what he saw in not quite six and a half years a diary like this one
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was strictly against regulations so it had to be kept secretly
War Diary 2017-05-18 a korean war diary is a diary written by a
neutralist intellectual within the harsh and radically polarizing
environment of the korean war it depicts the experience of a
powerless history professor who maintained an objective and
conscientious frame of mind while enduring the agony and
frustration of the war with calm language the diary describes the
war as the author experienced it first hand depicting extreme left
vs right confrontations while revealing the author s fundamental
trust in human nature despite the horrors of the war 40 years
after the ceasefire and after the author s death the diary was
finally published in korea by a son of the author as the diary
vividly conveys the reality of the korean war and the mindset of
the polarized country and its people it has been highly regarded
by korean readers even a section of the diary was included in
school textbooks 28 years after the korean print the book is now
translated into english by the author s another son and is ready to
meet readers from all over the world the expectation hope is that
this book will provide insight into the dramatic confrontation
between communism and democracy and how people reacted to
extreme mental and physical hardship during the war
The Lost Civil War Diary of John Rigdon King 2018-10-21 the civil
war diary of capt j j womack
"Hey! Yellowbacks!" 1930
War Diary of an American Woman 2015-07-06
Eagles War 2009-09
The Last Thirty Days 1991
Soldier 4346057 2014-02-21
The War Diary of the Master of Belhaven 1924
A Korean War Diary 2021-12-15
The Civil War Diary of Capt. J. J. Womack 2013-11
War Diary of the Fifth Seaforth Highlanders, 51st (Highland)
Division 1920
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